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Medical Care Law, Edward P. Richards, Katharine C. Rathbun, Jan 1, 1999, Law, 520 pages. A legal reference for practicing physicians is a necessary adjunct to their professional practice library in today's highly regulated and litigious world. Medical Care Law was ....
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The most trusted resource in healthcare law is this classic text from George Pozgar, now completely revised. With new case studies in each chapter, The 11th edition will provide your students with the most up-to-date information on the newest laws affecting the healthcare industry. The 11th edition presents a wide range of health care topics in a comprehensible and engaging manner that will carefully guide your students through the complex maze of the legal system. This is a book they will hold on to throughout their careers. Course instruction is made easy with helpful instructor resources such as PowerPointTM slides, Instructor’s Manual, TestBank, answers to chapter review questions, and more.

Legal aspects are important to know for any line of work. Healthcare administration is no different, in fact, it maybe necessary to have more legal knowledge in healthcare as litigation against healthcare providers grow. This book provides simple definitions for laws specific to healthcare and provides legal scenarios which apply to these legal situations.

With Over 100,000 Copies Sold, Instructors Turn To George Pozgar Time And Again To Make The Legal Aspects Of Health Care Administration Meaningful And Memorable To Students. The Tenth Edition Of This Classic Text Has Been Further Revised And Updated With The Most Current Information On Law And The Health Care Industry. This Edition Continues To Lay A Strong Foundation For The Reader In Both Ethical And Legal Issues Critical To Improving The Quality And Safe Delivery Of Health Care. This Revision Includes Comprehensive Information On The Newest Laws Affecting The Health Care Industry, Specifically The Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Many New Charts Have Been Added. The Author Has Also Taken Great Care To Reduce The Legal Jargon To Make It Reader-Friendly For Students Of Health Care Administration. It Presents A Wide Range Of Health Care Topics In A Comprehensible And Engaging Manner That Carefully Guides Students Through The Complex Maze Of The Legal System As It Impacts Health Care Organizations. Actual Court
Cases Are Presented Throughout The Book To Bring The Legal Information To Life And Help Students To Apply The Information To Their Daily Professional Lives.

This widely adopted text has been revised cover-to-cover, and updated with new case illustration and new points reflecting the ever-evolving nature of both law and the health care industry. The text gives students the broad base of information and specific answers they will need to safely direct their careers and their facilities. Legal Aspects of Health Care Administration is filled with concise, constructive, realistic recommendations for preventive action. It provides risk-reducing recommendations for everything from handling patient valuables to complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Description: Fair. Hardcover. All text is legible, may contain markings,... Fair. Hardcover. All text is legible, may contain markings, cover wear, loose/torn pages or staining and much writing. SKU: 9780763780494-5-0-3 Orders ship the same or next business day. Expedited shipping within U.S. will arrive in 3-5 days. Hassle free 14 day return policy. Contact Customer Service for questions. ISBN: 9780763780494.
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